
STOP BAHIA MAR FIASCO: ROUND 2

3K

2,546 have signed. Let's get to 5,000.

Citizens Against Bahia Mar Fiasco

(Note; Scroll down for updates and related news)

The proposed plan for development of Bahia Mar is the most important land use issue the Citizens of Fort Lauderdale

have ever faced. The consequences-financialiy, physically and environmentally-will last forever and will be irreparable.

In 1947 the Citizens of Fort Lauderdale bought the 38-acre Bahia Mar property from the Federal Government. The

property included approximately 20 acres of submerged lands and 16 acres of upland, making it perfect for the public

recreational purposes for which it was purchased. Seventy years later, Bahia Mar, the site of the original 'Fort

Lauderdale', is one of the most valuable and iconic properties owned by its Citizens. The world-famous marina helped to

earn Fort Lauderdale its title as Yachting Capital of the World.

Bahia Mar has 46 years remaining on a Lease between the City and Rahn Bahia Mar. The Leaseholder agreed that "the

leased premises shall be used as a first-class hotei-marina and resort complex" and to "maintain the character of Bahia

Mar as a marina".

Now the Leaseholder wants to redevelop the property to include an additional 651 apartments and almost 176,965

square feet of offices, retail, restaurants, a supermarket and a 2600 car underground garage.

Last year, many Fort Lauderdale residents successfully defeated the Leaseholder's plan. Now the Leaseholder is back

with another plan, similar in scope. Our objections are the same.

16 reasons this development must be stopped:

1. Barrier island environment will suffer irreparable harm from the nature and density of this development in violation

of the State's Master Environmental Plan.

2. Leaseholder has failed to document any financial benefit to the owner of the property, the City and it's Citizens. A

news release said this would be a $2 Billion project for the Leaseholder from their development of leased public land but

what is the cost and benefit to the owners of the property?

3. Risk of cost overruns, revenue loss and unpredictable delays from the certainty of storms could jeopardize

development and Fort Lauderdale taxpayers could face a financially catastrophic bailout scenario.

4. Use of the Marina by pristine, multi-million dollar yachts will be deterred by 10 years of constant airborne

construction dust, chemicals and debris.

5. The size and attendance at the World's Largest Boat Show will inevitably suffer.

6. Fort Lauderdale voters have asked the City Commission to ensure that public property on the Barrier Island be used

for a public purpose. What is the public purpose of 651 apartments? The Leaseholder has provided no market surveys to

show there is a demand for 651 new rental units.



7. 10 years of construction will add to Intolerable traffic grid lock from the beach to 17th Street & Las Olas Boulevard

and Sunrise Boulevard.

8. The Impact on grossly inadequate public Infrastructure and public safety resources is unknown and no studies have

been done.

9. Hurricanes, rising sea level & flooding will endanger and disrupt this project, will spike Insurance and maintenance

costs and lead to cost overruns.

10. 12 new buildings will cover the precious open space that is Bahia Mar and defile the site of the City's most historic

landmark. Fort Lauderdale.

11. No market research has been performed on the public's use of proposed facilities or the competitive impact on

existing stores and restaurants. Does the public come to the barrier island for its natural environment and the beach or

an urban downtown-like experience?

12. Hotel and marina use and revenues will suffer during the 10 year construction phases.

13. Public officials have ignore sustained and overwhelming citizen opposition for over two years.

14. The project's underground garages will potentially flood as they did in Downtown Miami during Hurricane Irma.

15. Zoning of the site violates Comprehensive Plan and the proposal violates terms of the long term lease.

16. Traffic is already a nightmare - 651 apartments, a super market, shops, restaurants, and offices will make congestion

even worse which will detract from the primary destination and purpose of the barrier island, Public access to the beach.

This plan is unsustainable and incompatible with the Maritime concept of a Marina, Hotel-Resort complex open to the

public. Permanent residential use, whether condominium ownership or rental units, was never conceived as a use for

this public owned property. Other privately owned sites are available for risk development that do not collide with the

Marina-Recreation-Resort-Boat Show uses. If this project fails the taxpayers will be facing a monumental financial

bailout. The developer will fade back into the Miami sunset.

There are many more reasons why our public officials should JUST SAY NO!

Please sign this petitions and tell Mayor Jack Seller and Commissioners McKinzie, Roberts, Rogers and Trantalis why this

is the wrong project for this site.

The Leaseholder-Developers' Plan will cause IRREPARABLE HARM to this property and they should be prevented from

speculating with our Public Land!



Name

Helen Surovek

Joseph Dobos

Patricia Halliday

Kristen Maus

Michele Holop

Michele Holop

Maxine Streeter

John Morlock

Alicia Hernandez

Leyla Semenov

Chara Free

Deborah London

Zen WhiteCloud

Dianna Silvagni

Denise Fox

Oliver Larkin

Brucie Cummings

Eleanor Hiteshew

Joan Crohn

Nora Femenia

Shirin Easson

Kristen Cavallini-Soo

Gina Sacasan

Matt Gibson

Susan Donnelly

Cat Perry

Robin Mcmahon

Tina Lubar

Tiffany Scharn

ina Griffin

Ina Griffin

Dorothy Hordubay

William Davidge

Comment

Stop BAHIA MAR fiasco. Please, for once, stand with the citizenry.
Traffic impact is going to be huge. It's ridiculous now and the fact that you're overbuilding of condos the buyers can't absorb.TI
I agree with the sentiment and intent of this petition, perhaps not all the the individual reasons.Thank you, Jim, for taking the i
I'm signing because I want to preserve Bahia Mar as public land, not a massive apartment complex that will benefit developers
I am a South Florida native and work in Ft Lauderdale. I am also a realtor. This is the WORST idea I can think of, the traffic is al

Horrible idea, was horrible last year and worse this year I

This is the last piece of public land on the barrier island and we must make sure that the improvements benefit everyone and t
This is a foolish endeavor that will cause endless problems. The traffic will be unbearable, the price per 'room' will be unreasor
I don't believe this proyect will benefit the city but only few interests ill! The nature damage will be irreparable .
Particular infrastructure is not supporting development of such scope.

I  love Bahia Mar! It's part of me growing up in that area!

No is the only answer. We don't need MORE development in the beach area. Less IS more!

Special interests seem to have taken over any consideration of the will of the People. This City should be ashamed of itself an(

Dianna Silvagni

This project WILL NOT be an improvement for Fort Lauderdale. also very concerned about its impact on traffic and infrastructi
Beach development is already at capacity. Fix our supporting infrastructure first before building up Bahia Mar.

Public lands should be about the public and no private living should be permitted other than on yachts. I'd like to see this as pa
No More development on this property. It is already at risk from inundation and hurricanes, and the land that is left needs to r

The development is too dense, adding over 1,000 residents on the barrier island. The infrastructure cannot support this. Also,

This is absolutely right. We should be focusing on remediation for the floods, better than creating worthless underground gara

I don't agree with the plans!

Brucie stated the reasoning perfectly. Public lands are just that...PUBLIC, belonging to us, the Citizens a.k.a. Public.

Barrier island environment will suffer irreparable harm from the nature and density of this development in violation of the Sta

Because its PUBLIC land, not the politicans

I  like to vacation in that neighborhood. I do not like this monstrosity .

Enough! Our infrastructure cannot keep up! And to allow this on 'public' land adds insult to injury. #OurPoorConcteteBarrierl

Terrible over development of public land

This project is a huge environmental, traffic, financial disaster. STOP IT!

I grew up @ Bahia mar- bad idea! Save it!

Fort Lauderdale has beautiful skyline. Let's keep the charm of this beautiful one of a kind city!!!

Fort Lauderdale is the ultimate charming beach city.Build this monster project elsewhere!!!

I want to protect my investment in Marriott Beachplace and the surrounding environment.

A solution for traffic congestion needs to be in place before this development.



Marilee House

Kathleen Chestnut

Carolann Mazza

Dennis Lish

John Deiters

Cecelia Hancock

Linda Webb

Charles campi

Kevin White

Walter Olds

Julie Williams

Catherine Callahan

Cindy Pickelmann

Felice Fontana

Marie McGinley

James Yager

Jane tuthill

William Marx

Ellen Jaffe

Caria Vick

Ma rah Lee

Cathy Wescott

Catherine Patti

Shane O'Neill

Virginia Holden

Monique Naddell

William Kinirons

Fred Bennetto

Kat Delatorre

Louis Minello

Dennis Fritzsche

Sandy Hartman

Ralph Kalar

Meryl Feldman

THIS IS WRONG, IT IS NOT ALL ABOUT THE MONEY AND THOSE WANTING MORE. Everyday citizens and tourists enjoy the beai

I smell greedy developers in this fiasco. Shut them down. Tell them to build on the Texas Gulf. They will feel more at home.

This is valuable public land and it should not be given away to developers!!

The area should be left alone, as I am there often.

Negative impact on the area. Overcrowding and pollution/

Stop the GREED. Fort Lauderdale doesn't need MORE buildings. Bahia Mar belongs to the CITIZENS of Fort Lauderdale, not thi

This is a really bad idea! Where will we put the Boat Show?

I went to live in the Venice of the South, not the Manhattan of the South. Greed is slowly but surely destroying the whole city,

As a person who grew up in Fort Lauderdale, all growth is not good. This seems a no brainer. It is not good for the city nor its c

Enough is a enough. Make it mandatory that all these builders make an upfront investment in the city's infrastructure before t

I don't want to loose my pristine Fort Lauderdale Beach!

Nancy knows best!

Would cause irreparable harm to the environment and only benefits the developer.

I do not think this is a positive move for Fort Lauderdale Beach. We don't need anymore hotels and shops. This land belongs t

It's a betrayal of the citizens of Fort Lauderdale.

I do not believe the benefits outweighs the costs to the public.

Ft Lauderdale building of more condos/ apartments is out of control IThe roads can't handle more traffic

The citizens of Ft Lauderdale are slowly losing their beach. First the shade from the high rise hotels, then the road, now Histori

An environmental nughtmare. A safety issue - more people to evacuate in a hurricane. Negative impact on tourism dollars. Un

Our beach area and the roads to the beach are congested now how can it handle any more

I want to save the environment, everywhere.

I agree with what this petition represents.

As they are trucking the sewage around from the crumbling infrastructure.... going to add to the congestion on the barrier islai

It's PUBLIC land, period ITraffic is bad, as it is. Add 600 + residential units and hotel and shops, restaurants and traffic will becc

Signing for many reasonsrThis land belongs to the taxpayers, crumbling infrastructure and too much traffic on AlA already.

It would have a devastating effect on the communities resources and environment.

Youve already screwed up by stealing lanes from AlA, dont go down in history as an even more hated group of detached, igno

Too much traffic NOW. Where are you going to put the people AND the cars???

Save our beach!

Over development is destroying the beauty of the beach.

Traffic is already ridiculous, fix that first, then we can discuss this stupidity

I am in the yachting industry and this plan flies in the face of maintaining the character of the area!

This added to the mess you already have made with the closing of Las Olas parking lot?? SMH

Fort Lauderdale is already overrun with hotels, condos, shops. There is no reason to destroy what little we have left of natur



Kim Chermesino

Amber Orcutt

Rich Maddalena

CHRISTOPHER MATI-

Denise Watt

Damian Pinto

RICHIARD SMITH

Michael Bechara

William Young

Sherrie Hanson

anne demaree

Tracy Antol

Susan Pignato

Trudy Jermanovich

Kosh Ms

marcus byer

Constance Ruppend

Anita Williams

Pam Tufo

Boyd Corbin

Michelle Kane

Frances Epstein

Wanda francis

Jonathon May

BOBBI OCEAN

Mike Katz

Carmen Sanchez

Charlene Maxwell

Louisa DeSantis

Rick Musica

Lisa Ferry

Grace Kasow

Nance Fowler

Dawn Eichhorn

My family has property in the area and this sounds like a nightmare.

This area is so congested already. More private parking and private condos, etc. means less beach access to the public in a smj
As a life long resident, this proposal is just wrong for the area.

This is awfull

This has environmental disaster written all over it!

The Beach and the Fire Department MOST IMPORTANTLY doesn't need to be uprooted with out a VERY INTENSIVE RESEARCH .
Its right

It doesn't better the city or the residents.

William H. Young

We lived there back in the 80's, it would be a tragedy to let this happen.
I'm signing to keep Bahia Mar as it stands today for all the reasons stated i I

I am tired of the greedy developers. We need to keep some green space and city history. 651 units are completely uneccasary
The terms of the lease must be upheld

The runaway development has got to stop. This is one project which should belong to the citizens and not people out to make
We don't want to lose any more of Ft. Lauderdale. We want our environment to stay . We are losing Ft Lauderdale rapidly!
Leave it be it's PUBLIC land for crying out loud....

There comes a time when you just have to step back and consider that this may not be the right thing to do. It's not. Listen to 1
Leave old Fort Lauderdale be. Why do we need more apartments and more traffic down that way? I say NO 11II

Doesn't Ft Lauderdale have enough of that kind of structures already?

Developers control this county. Fix the Ft Lauderdale sewer system BEFORE building more giant construction projects. Put res

This would be such a fiasco for both right to a peaceful existence to traffic and pollution.

This project will be detrimental to Fort Lauderdale Beach area due to its impact on the fragile canal and landmass infrastructur

Stop the over development..have a conscience instead of seeing dollar signs

Because I want to see a clean beautiful fort Lauderdale beach skylinel

As a local Realtor I have grown to be appalled by the over development and bad development that Fort Lauderdale is doing. S

Total metropolitanization of Fort Lauderdale is not desirable.

The marina/recreational and public use of the area must be maintained.

We have to stop building where nature did not intend.

We don't have the infrastructure for this large of a development including access. 17th Street already a nightmare and Las Ola

Enough is enough..

This city is fast becoming unlivable - the infrastructure simply cannot support the traffic nor the population. Our most preciou

Builders don't care about the impact a huge project like this would be on the environment or the people living here. They just

Stop the destruction of our beaches!

Too much traffic stop this crazy life. Money is not always the most important



Leonard Moecklin

Billie Pommier

William Marx

Arthur Tang

Jack Newton

Jack Newton

Holly Hassid

Emily Komlossy

Elisa Wolfe

bobbie levine

Eileen Danoff

kathleen schobel

David Cefkin

Jerry Tinsley

Melissa Cason

Kim Andersen

David Caulkett

abbe kanner

Erinn Wolfe

Ernie Cartagena

Patricia Marosek

Jeffrey Solomon

Nancy Daly

Anne Drossman

Eric Temple

Jana McCarthy

Miriam Peck

Corey Kustes

Joanne Robinson

Jacqueline Dwyer

Susan Phillips

Daniel Blomgren

denise Lee

John Boyle

You need my voice. Mine says NO.

How can this possibly be approved as the traffic now is unbelievable. I can barely get out of the driveway. No need to add mo
The beach is slowly being taken away from the residents. Any restoration is welcome but not this behemoth. Remodel only.
I  live in NYC but have a home in this area of south Florida. The traffic is already terrible on Las Olas and on the east side of the
IS A CERTAIN CITY COMMISSIONER HOPING FOR A SUGAR DADDY TO FINANCE HIS RUN FOR STATE-WIDE OFFICE? You could g
P & Z COMMISSION HAS TOO MANY DEVELOPERS' COUSINS ON IT

I  love this place. Great food , people, great location

Totally opposed to this development

Stop overdeveloping our land! This is public property!!!!!

Let's get real here. Someone is getting paid off to approve this fiasco

I've stopped driving into Ft. Lauderdale for dining/entertainment due to the traffic and parking nightmare. Enough!

Too much. Too high. Too big. Too many politicians.

It sounds like a bad deal for the citizens of Ft Lauderdale. Plus the traffic is tough to deal with already and the high rises behinc

I cannot fathom how this barrier island can support and substantiate more people in the future. The traffic is Unbearable and

This would ruin the very best of Fort Lauderdale

We need to stop any development until we get our infrastructure issues fixed.

When Fort Lauderdale threw out the Spring Breakers that signaled the loss of the beach for citizens and the beginning of a con

Fort Lauderdale is overbuilt, the traffic is ridiculous, and we need to retain Bahia Mar for the purpose originally defined in the I

Development is out of control!!! Fort Lauderdale is not big enough to handle all of this!!

This is a clear case of over developing!

I grew up there...many fond childhood memories made there. It should remain as a public treasure! If you must modernize, fin

FLL is my other home.

Development needs to be responsible. Right now our sewers are breaking down and the roads are incredibly overcrowded. Le

Ft. Lauderdale is my birth place and where I grew up.

Open public space holds more value than any development unless your goal is short term greed.

Allowing development with improving infrastructure to support it and the surrounding area that it impacts is resulting in demii

Miriam Beck Peck

Why would anyone think this would be beneficial to anyone other than the leaseholder? Who's in who's pocket. Jack?

I am opposed to this development.

I am AGAINST building more units and highrises. Leave the LAND and Nature be

I have plans to reside in Ft Lauderdale in retirement. This construction and destruction of the heart of Ft Lauderdale would for

This plan is unsustainable and incompatible with the Maritime concept of a Marina, Hotel-Resort complex open to the public. I

I grew up there and the building of high rises and building on land that was never supposed to be built on has ruined Fort Laud

The beach traffic now is impossible. Another huge project will worsen an already terrible situation.



mark ondrejicka

Frederic Lepoutre

Keely Stahl

Sheila Perrier

Ellen Silverberg

Rebecca Capes

frank finlon

Trudy Jermanovich

Victor Mauro

Harlan Taylor

Tim OBrien

Kristen Maus

joyce king

JOHN ROSS

Alexander Haugen

Mary-Ann Massad

Steve Bakovljev

euridice lopez

Alex Gheorghiu

Joan Barlow

Robert McCoy

Barbara Byers

Joy Brock

Julianne Honey

Maria Vasile

Rm Stamm

Cindy willis

Donna Jaggers

Cara L. Campbell

Melissa Morgulis

James Worsnop

MIKE OSGOOD

Stacy McMenemy

Jeanne Grosso

So many childhood memories of Bahia Mar, with family etc.. I sure hope they don't spoil a good thing for $$$.
Why not repair the dilapidated hotel and keep the Maria in place which has been a safe haven for years.
Another version of a self-serving, destructive project that will benefit no one but the developers and wreak havoc on the area.
This is Just wrong!

There is better use for this land

We do not need this development next to the beach!

continual overdevelopment.

Living and teaching in Fort Lauderdale for most of my life has made me realize the uniqueness of South Florida. Don't pave it o
Anything that will change preservation of land to the already damaged erosion in Fort Lauderdale is something we need to lea*
This is good for NO BODY but the developer and all his puppets. ( city commissioners)
We've grown enough in recent years. Focus on the cities decaying infrastructure and less traffic!
John, this project is a small city! Larger than the last 11 approved projects COMBINED!
Ft Lauderdale is overbuilding with little thought to the future. Bahia Mar is a unique area- we must never give in to this type o
We need to keep this Marina the way it is III

Not Id

I don't believe this project will be in the community's best interests.

I support Slim Hatem

Fort Lauderdale owe its growth to the beach and the calm, warm ocean. The City is turning into a dense active urban center, w

Enough is enough!

We don't need more traffic on the beach (AlA). Poor planning over the years has caused this to keep the residents away from
Please think twice about this. It will change the landscape of Fort Lauderdale forever. And not in a good way
I'm a native of Fort Lauderdale and this is not acceptable!

I am a property owner, on Isle of Venice. This area cannot handle this overdevelopment! Too much traffic, too much everythin

I trust Jeanne Pottoff's research on this topic.

We don't need more traffic on the beach (AlA). Poor planning over the years has caused the residents already.. Bahia Mat wa

This city needs to stop all this building and fix the roads, water, sewage, side walks.. Bahia Mar building must stop it should be

Stop with the apartment/condos building. Our streets and sewer system can not handle the added volume. What are these pe

Fort Lauderdale is already overdeveloped!

Enough is enough. I'm sick of this commission selling out the residents for developers' interests.

We do not want to endanger our beautiful beach that residence like myself hold dear.

10 years of construction and pollution for ANOTHER retail space, increased traffic and disruption on publicly owned land? Thin

WANT NO CHANGE

Enough building already - bigger is NOT always better. I miss the old Ft. Lauderdale

I  lived in FLL for 18 years



Collette IDE

Donna Nightingale

Michael Francis

Tim OReilly

Gloria Chlebanowski

Pauline FitzPatrick

James Iwen

William McCabe

Wade McGuigan

Ryan smith

Claudia Scholl

Eric Castelein

Chris Brennan

janis maffetone

Mary Dotsey

Robin Benson

Missy Witt

mike heitman

Laura Sea brook

Connie Bruno

Perry Smith

Michael Fagan

Lori Denison

Joyce lawson-corley

Gina Dettor

Elizabeth lannuzzi

Laura Peterman

Sheryl Wickum

Eugene Allen

Sia Peic

Marena Strauss

Katherine Maney

Deborah Gonot

Catherine Wise

We need to stop the high rise building on the beach. Enough.

I  love Ft Lauderdale

The boat show is a significant event in the boating community as well as the overall economy of the area. We don't need more
Its happening everywhere where current communities are being ignored in favor of new money. And it will be built by non ur
I moved out of Ft Lauderdale last year due to over development without consideration to its future impact. This land belongs t
This proposal is a disaster for the residents of Fort Lauderadale especially those who live and work on our Barrier Island. I say

I  live in the surrounding area and would move if this area was developed.

It's FLL history and landmark for so many !

I winter in Ft Lauderdale,

When is enough enough of these damn condos going up everywhere. It won't be long until the entire ecosystem is destroyed (

Traffic will be horrific.

you are ruining my view at the illini condo

We lack the infastructure for this project.

This would make the area severely overbuilt and congested.

I grew up there on the beaches across from the Bahia Mar. it was beautiful.

I care about the whole of Fort Lauderdale and not the pockets of a few entitled people. True, Bahia Mar is a place for the rich t

Packed enough there...can't destroy Bahia vibe...irreplaceable.

To much traffic along Ala and the beach already. Especially with the new condos on 17th st.

I grew up in Florida, don't mess with Bahia Mar.

Do not destroy our beach and iconic Bahia mar, our yachting industry depends on it and that is my livelihood and my kids as w

Risk of cost overruns, revenue loss and unpredictable delays from the certainty of storms could Jeopardize development and F

This is Just greed

I  lived in Ft Lauderdale for many years and worked at Bahia Mar... it's like home. There's plenty of development opportunity...

Joyce Lawson-Corley

Traffic! Our little AlA cannot take on that burden when completed. And AlA needs to stay tiny! And environmental issues! Thi

This is crazy and does absolutely nothing for the residents of Fort Lauderdale. It will end up as another burden to the hard wor

No need for another high rise or restaurant. And the plumbing is going where????

Too big of a project to be placed on the beach. Traffic, sewage issues are Just a few. We are the yachting capital of the world. .

Enough! Traffic and congestion seems to get worse by the day. Time to stop development that will further choke Fort Lauder

Not good for our community

Please stop crowding our beautiful town with unnecessary buildings.

This production is not safe with rising waters. Further it detracts even more from the skyscraper mess that has been allowed t(

Too many reasons to say NO to this!

It is best for our community and the PEOPLE. There is enough development going on here, while empty strip malls are plenty..



Lisa Sandidge

Maarten de Ruiter

Tom Plachter

Diana Persinger

Craig Fisher

cheech marin

Bethany Johasky

Elena Parker

David Kimball

Alexandra Weber

Maria Catania

Kathleen Ginestra

kevin obando

P H

Anthony Koch

Zachary Wyse

Renee Walsh

belinda overgard

Brett Wood

MARIE STRECKER

Carolyn parrillo

Candace Burton

n r Von Staden

Tammy Braga

David Hare

Man Mercer

Jan Kilian

Kimberly Spicer

Stephanie Cunningh

Ken Reisch

Christopher pollock

Steve fortgang

Henry Stevens

Jeremy Hayes

I m signing because this is not for the good of the city of Ft. Lauderdale { Where I was Born) or the citizens of this city !!
I support this petition

Traffic will be worse than it is now and now it is a "killer".

It's a land Mark and we don't need more condos and high rises. This is just sad. Don't do it.
Craig J Fisher

My family lives in the area I

I'm signing because I love Fort Lauderdale and our town needs less building and more re vitalizing what we have!!
I don't want my town to turn into Miami. City owned land shouldn't be used for apartments/condos.
I m singing because we need to preserve what we can of the nature and environment around us that we haven't already tarnis
It will no longer be a place a can live in Harbor Beach and get my kids to St. Anthony or work in a timely manner with traffic so
We must stop harm to the barriers, no more making money on building off the barriers, leave the island alone @keepamerica
The current proposed plan is an improper use of city property, which belongs to all residents. Stand up and be heard!
As a native and proud resident of Fort Lauderdale I am fully aware of our city's history, love our city to the fullest, and strongly
The people living near the area should decide what they want in the neighborhood, not one business!
Stop this immediately as it will hurt the surrounding waterways and land.

This is a terrible idea.

We must preserve this area!

I disagree with the rampant building and street congestion proposed.
There are currently 11,416 condos and apartments, 969 hotel rooms in review, already approved or under construction downt
Marie Strecker

Time fight for Fort Lauderdale.

I'm signing because I want to preserve the quality of Ft Lauderdale and stop the irreparable effect of this new development
This is PUBLIC property.they have seem to have forgotten that very important point.
Protecting the natural environment from further depletion is more important the lining someone's pockets..
This marina is a world class destination bringing a vast amount of ancillary small Marine business's year around projects empic
Nan Mercer

It is an abomination against nature and all resident of what was once a beautiful town. I know because I have lived here all my
The city is already too congested adding 650 apartment units to this area of the beach is too much. In addition to the impact c
Too much density on the beach and no clear public benefit.

Politicians shouldn't have the right to sacrifice public land for the benefit of their back pocket...

<a href="mailto:chpollock(S)bellsouth.net" rel="nofollow">chpollock(a)bellsouth.net</a>

Mayor Seiler, I get your pre-recorded messages to my home phone and I do listen to the message. Now; are you listening to th

I do not want the character of that area to change!

This isn't in the best interest of Fort Lauderdale residents.



Dan Mintz stop bahia mar fiasco!!

Thomas King I lived here in 1939..it was paradise. Already it is way over built with excess traffic. Fix Bahia Mar into a stunning place for us; d
Eric Russo Our city leaders need to focus their attention on our infrastructure not enriching carpet nagger developers!


